
END USER LICENCE AGREEMENT FOR ALL GRIMES CENTRAL 
CONSTRUCTION PRODUCTS. (JULY 2012)  

Grimes Central Construction is a subsidiary of Grimes Central Design (GCD). It was set 
up in 2012, specifically to produce items to help Second Life content creators with there 
builds. All items sold at Grimes Central Construction are sold under strict license and are 
NOT to be resold or transferred to another avatar with full permissions or as a single stand 
alone item. By buying anything in this store you have agreed to this end user agreement and 
licence.   

The products we sell in this store are to help you with your own builds. Resale and transfer 
is only permitted if they are sold as a linked part of your products or creations such as 
Skyboxes, Prefab Houses or Furniture Sets. This means that you can NOT simply add a 
script, change the texture and then resell as a single stand alone item, similar to the form in 
which you bought it. This is because GCD already sells many of these items in lower 
priced transferable scripted versions and you would therefore be in direct competion with 
our own sales and this of course would be unacceptable and in breach of the user 
agreement.  The items may also NOT be sold or transferred as they are or in any similar 
builders package. If you are unsure or need clarification on the use please contact me 
(Supershine Zapedzki)

MESH PRIMS:
You CAN use the pre-created mesh prims in your builds and sell them in Second Life or 
on the Marketplace.
BUT you MUST NOT distribute the pre-created Mesh prims with COPY+TRANSFER or 
FULL Permissions.
 The Mesh prims MUST NOT  be copied or cloned to a new creators name and must 
remain as created by the original creator and only sold on as PART of your build - NOT as 
a single stand alone item similar to the form in which you bought it or as part of a similar 
builders pack.
  
SHADOW MAPS 
You CAN use the shadow map textures for texturing the builds you sell in Second Life or 
on the Marketplace
You CAN download these textures to your computer and modify them if needed and use 
the modified textures for texturing the builds you sell in Second Life or on the Marketplace
You MUST NOT sell or give away the original or modified textures to any third person in 
Second Life or share these textures with anyone outside Second Life including but not 
restricted to websites and other virtual worlds.
    
SCRIPTS:
You CAN use the scripts in the builds you sell in Second Life or on the Marketplace.
You MUST NOT distribute the scripts with MODIFY permissions or the scripts' content 



to any third person in Second Life or outside Second Life Including but not restricted to 
websites and other virtual worlds.     
      
TEXTURES:
You CAN use the textures for texturing the builds you sell in Second Life or on the 
Marketplace
You CAN download these textures to your computer and modify them if needed. and use 
the modified textures for texturing the builds you sellL in Second Life or on the 
Marketplace.
You MUST NOT sell or give away the original or modified textures to any third person in 
Second Life or share these textures with anyone outside Second Life  including but not 
restricted to websites and other virtual worlds. 
        
  SOUNDS:
You CAN use the sound files in the builds you SELL in Second Life or on the Marketplace
You MUST NOT distribute the sound files with COPY+TRANSFER or FULL 
permissions.
You MUST NOT sell or give away the original or modified sound files to any third person 
in Second Life or share these sound files with anyone outside Second Life including but 
not restricted to websites and other virtual worlds.       

Please follow the licence agreement or you may be infringing on the products copyright. 
All copyright infringements will be reported to Linden Labs and if you are unsure about 
these restrictions or need clarification please contact Supershine Zapedzki or JazzMonkey 
Loon.


